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Abstract. Recently, Nenadić et al. (2004) proposed the RSA-CEGD
protocol for certified delivery of e-goods. This is a relatively complex
scheme based on verifiable and recoverable encrypted signatures (VRES)
to guarantee properties such as strong fairness and non-repudiation,
among others. In this paper, we illustrate how an extended logic of beliefs
can be helpful to analyze in a formal manner these security properties.
This approach requires the previous definition of some novel constructions to deal with evidences exchanged by parties during the protocol
execution. The study performed within this framework reveals the lack
of non-repudiation in RSA-CEGD and points out some other weaknesses.

1

Introduction

Interest in protocols for fair exchange of information with non-repudiation stems
from its importance in many applications where disputes among parties can occur. Assurance of these properties enables the deployment of a wide range of
applications, such as certiﬁed e-mail or business transactions through communication networks. As a result, fair non-repudiation has experienced an explosion
of proposals in recent years (see [9] for an excellent survey).
Nevertheless, fairness and non-repudiation have not been so extensively studied as other classic issues, such as conﬁdentiality or authentication. Previous
experience in these contexts has shown that designing security protocols is an
error-prone task, and that formal analysis can aid in detecting weaknesses. However, many of the protocols proposed to achieve fair non-repudiation have not
been subject to a formal security analysis. In the ﬁeld of security protocols,
formal methods have mainly focused on the analysis of authentication and keyestablishment protocols. These techniques, however, cannot be directly applied
to reasoning about properties such as fairness or non-repudiation without a previous formalization of what the protocol goals are. Furthermore, many assumptions usually done for other protocols are no longer valid in these environments.
For instance, most of the analysis models developed consider the existence of an
attacker with diﬀerent capabilities, e.g. control over the communication channels, though the protocol parties are assumed to trust each other and behave
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according to the protocol rules. Nevertheless, in fair exchange or non-repudiation
there is no adversary per se [15], such as the classic Dolev-Yao intruder model
[4]. These protocols, on the contrary, are designed for scenarios wherein participants may misbehave with the aim of cheating the other party, thus obtaining
her own proﬁt.
The tools developed to verify fair non-repudiation are scarce when compared
to those available for classic security requirements. To the best of our knowledge,
the ﬁrst attempt to reasoning about this kind of protocols in a formal manner was
due to Kailar [6, 7]. He used a BAN-like logic wherein the central construction is
the predicate CanProve, as in “A CanProve B says X”. Properties such as nonrepudiation can be easily formalized using this predicate. A similar approach was
introduced by Zhou and Gollman in [17]. In this work, however, authors opted
for the use of the SVO logic instead of BAN. An alternative was presented by
Schneider in [14], in which a veriﬁcation of a non-repudiation protocol is carried
out by using CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes). This is an abstract
language aimed at modeling the communication patterns of concurrent systems
that interact through message passing.
Even though evidences of non-repudiation can be provided by means of classic
cryptographic techniques, fairness is much more diﬃcult to achieve and also
to guarantee. Recent works due to Kremer and Raskin have focused on the
consideration of exchange protocols as a game wherein messages exchanged by
participants can be seen as their strategies [10, 11].
Despite eﬀorts as those mentioned above, it still remains diﬃcult to assure
formally that a protocol guarantees fair non-repudiation. Consider, as an illustrative example, a protocol proposed in 1996 by Zhou and Gollman [16] that was
veriﬁed and proved correct using three diﬀerent methods [2, 14, 17]. Surprisingly,
in 2002 Gürgens and Rudolph demonstrated the absence of fair non-repudiation
in that protocol under reasonable assumptions [5]. In this case, possible attacks
were detected after an analysis performed with a diﬀerent formalism that considered scenarios not checked before.
Veriﬁcations of security properties must be carefully treated. A formal analysis does not establish security, but only with respect to a model which, in turn, is
based on assumptions. Many of these assumptions may be violated in scenarios
not considered by the protocol designers. As a result, assumptions are usually
the inherent weaknesses, exactly in the sense pointed out by Denning: “the way
to crack a system is to step outside the box, to break the rules under which
the protocol was proved secure” [3]. Anyway, the formalization eﬀort required
to perform a veriﬁcation serves to highlight assumptions and can clarify some
ﬂaws in the protocol design, thus pointing out possible vias of exploitation. In
this paper, we show how an extended logic of beliefs can be useful to reasoning about properties such as fairness and non-repudiation. Our aim with this
approach is not to prove security, but to: 1) identify critical steps in the protocol evolution; 2) analyze the evidences supporting security properties that each
party possesses; and 3) reasoning about scenarios in which such evidences might
be misused with success. As a proof-of-concept, we illustrate this methodology
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by presenting a partial analysis of the RSA-CEGD protocol [12] –an RSA-based
scheme for certiﬁed e-goods delivery. Due to space restrictions, in this work we
focus exclusively in the strong fairness and non-repudiation properties, showing
that the latter is not satisﬁed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For completeness, Section 2
presents a brief overview of the RSA-CEGD protocol. Section 3 introduces a
formalization of the two features of this protocol considered in this work: strong
fairness and non-repudiation. The core of the analysis is exposed in Section 4,
while Section 5 discusses in detail the key points of our approach. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper.

2

Overview of the RSA-CEGD Protocol

Throughout this paper, we will use the same notation introduced by the authors
in the original paper [12]. The RSA-CEGD is an optimistic fair exchange protocol
composed of two sub-protocols, as shown in Fig. 1. As usual, the exchange subprotocol is used to carry out the exchange between parties without any TTP’s
involvement. In case the process fails to complete successfully, a recovery protocol
can be invoked to handle this situation.
The notion of veriﬁable and recoverable encrypted signature (VRES) underlies at the core of the RSA-CEGD protocol. A VRES is basically an encrypted
signature, which acts as a receipt from the receiver’s point of view, with two main
properties. First, it can be verified : the receiver is assured that the VRES contains the expected signature without obtaining any valuable information about
the signature itself during the veriﬁcation process. And second, the receiver is
assured that the original signature can be recovered with the assistance of a
designated TTP in case the original sender refuses to do it.
Due to these two properties, the VRES becomes an interesting cryptographic
primitive upon which fairness can be provided. The RSA-CEGD protocol relies
on this element within the general scheme we sketch in what follows:
1. A ciphers the message with an encryption key and sends it to B.
2. B generates the VRES of his signature and sends it back to A.
3. Upon successful veriﬁcation of the VRES, A is assured that it is secure for
her to send the decryption key to B, so he can access the message.
4. Finally, B sends his original signature to A as a receipt. In case he refuses,
a TTP can recover the signature from the VRES, thus restoring fairness.
The RSA-CEGD protocol makes use of a novel VRES method based on the
RSA system, hence its name. The idea stems from the so-called theory of crossdecryption [13], which establishes that an RSA encrypted text can be decrypted
by using two diﬀerent keys if both pairs of secret/public keys are appropriately
chosen. Party B is enforced to use a key of this kind to encrypt the VRES, while
the TTP retains the other. This way, if subsequently B refuses to provide A with
his signature, the TTP is able to recover it from the VRES.
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Pa
Pb
Pa
Pb

The exchange sub-protocol
→ Pb : Eka (Da ), CertDa , xa , Eska (ha )
→ Pa : (xb , xxb , yb ), sb , Cbt
→ Pb : ra
→ Pa : rb

The recovery sub-protocol
R1: Pa → Pt : Cbt , yb , sb , ya , ra
R2: Pt → Pa : rb
R3: Pt → Pb : ra

Definition of the protocol’s items
xa = (ra × ka ) mod na : encryption of Pa ’s key ka with random number ra
CertDa = (desca , hda , ha , eka , signCA ) : certificate for Da issued by the CA, where
desca = description (content summary) of Da
hda = h(Eka (Da )) : hash value of the encryption of Da with the key ka
ha = h(Da ) : hash value of Da
eka = Epka (ka ) : encryption of the key ka with Pa ’s public key, pka
Eska (hda ) : Pa ’s RSA signature on Da serving as a proof of origin of Da
ra : random prime generated by Pa for the encryption of key ka
ya = Epka (ra ) : RSA encryption of number ra with key pka
rb : random prime generated by Pb for the generation of the VRES (yb , xb , xxb )
recb = (ha )db mod nb : Pb ’s receipt for Pa ’s e-goods Da , i.e. Pb ’s RSA signature onDa
(yb , xb , xxb ): Pb ’s VRES, where
yb = rb eb mod (nb × nbt ): encryption of rb with Pb ’s public key. Also recoverable byPt
xb = (rb × (ha )db ) mod nb = (rb × recb ) mod nb : encryption of recb with rb
xxb = (rb × Eskbt (h(yb ))) mod nbt : control number that confirms the correct use of rb
Cbt = (pkbt , wbt , sbt ): Pb ’s RSA public-key certificate issued by Pt
pkbt = (ebt , nbt ): public RSA key related to Cbt , with ebt = eb
skbt = (dbt , nbt ) : private RSA key related to Cbt
wbt = (h(skt , pkbt )−1 × dbt ) mod nbt
sbt = Eskt (h(pkbt , wbt )): Pt ’s signature on h(pkbt , wbt ).
sb = Eskb (h(Cbt , yb , ya , Pa )): Pb ’s recovery authorization token
Fig. 1. The RSA-CEGD protocol

3

Formalization of Protocol Objectives

The protocol RSA-CEGD presented in [12] is deﬁned to satisfy a list of six
diﬀerent objectives. In this paper, we will only focus on the formal analysis
of three of them, the ones related to strong fairness and non-repudiation. The
speciﬁc deﬁnitions for each of those three goals are quoted literally from [12].
Moreover, our analysis focuses on the items considered by the protocol authors
as proof of fairness and non-repudiation. In the following section, such objectives
and evidences will be formalized using classic BAN notation.
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Strong Fairness and Correctness

Strong fairness is deﬁned by the protocol authors as follows: “If and only if the
sender has obtained the receiver’s receipt or can obtain it with the assistance of
a STTP, then the receiver has obtained the sender’s e-goods or can obtain them
with the assistance of the STTP”. Consequently, the protocol is fair and correct
if and only if the following formulae are veriﬁed:
• If Pb has got the goods, then Pa has the authorization token and the item
recb rb :
Pb  Da
Pa |≡ sb , Pa  recb rb

(1)

• If Pa has recb , then Pb has the goods:
Pa  recb
Pb  Da
3.2

(2)

Non-repudiation of Origin of the E-goods (NRO)

As stated when deﬁning the objectives for the RSA-CEGD, non-repudiation
of origin is preserved when: “The recipient is provided with a proof that the
sender is indeed the originator of the e-goods”. The protocol establishes the
item {hash(Da )}ska as the only proof of origin. To preserve NRO, Pb must be
sure that Pa is the real sender of such a message, and Pa must also ensure that
Pb cannot have access to such a message if Pa has not sent it. This is, NRO is
preserved when these two formulae are satisﬁed:
Pb  {hash(Da )}ska
Pb |≡ Pa |≡ {hash(Da )}ska

(3)

Pb  {hash(Da )}ska
Pa |≡ {hash(Da )}ska

(4)

Regarding formula (3), Pb knows that the originator of the e-goods is Pa .
However, Pb knows that the sender is indeed Pa , only because the channel between Pa and Pb is considered to be authenticated and conﬁdential. Therefore,
prior to the current run of the protocol Pa and Pb have been authenticated as
the parties involved in the communication, and Pb can be sure that the sender
of the signature that he receives is Pa . The formula {hash(Da )}ska itself does
not prove that Pa is the sender as well as the originator. Furthermore –formula
(4)–, Pa cannot know whether Pb can obtain the proof of origin from a diﬀerent
source. The formula {hash(Da )}ska may not belong to the current execution. Pb
could make Pa responsible for a item that Pa never sent to him. The validation
process will show how NRO cannot be veriﬁed.
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3.3

Non-repudiation of Receipt of the E-goods (NRR)

RSA-CEGD authors consider the property of non-repudiation of receipt to be
preserved when “The sender of the e-goods is provided with a proof that the
intended recipient has indeed received the e-goods”. In this case, Pb ’s signature
over the hash value of the e-goods is admitted as irrevocable proof that Pb
received the e-goods. Therefore, NRR is preserved if the following formula is
satisﬁed:
Pa  {hash(Da )}skb
(5)
Pa |≡ Pb  Da
Here, the item {hash(Da )}skb does link the entity Pb and the e-goods Da .
On the other hand, CertDa will join together the e-goods Da and the originator
entity Pa .

4

Security Analysis

The entire validation process is described in detail in [1]. In what follows, only
the necessary steps for analyzing the objectives are shown.
4.1

Analysis of Strong Fairness and Correctness

As stated in Section 3.1, the protocol is fair and correct if and only if formulae
(1) and (2) are veriﬁed. In the former case, the most important steps of its analysis are provided below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Message
Items
Message
Conclusions

5. Message
6. Conclusions

E1: Pa → Pb : Eka (Da ), CertDa , xa , Eska (ha )
{Da }Ka , CertDa , Ka ra , {ha }ska
E2: Pb → Pa : (xb , xxb , yb ), sb , Cbt
Pa  recb rb , where recb = {ha }skb
Pa |≡ sb , where sb={hash(Cbt , yb , ya , Pa )}skb
E3: Pa → Pb : ra
Pb  Da

The sequential order in which the exchange protocol is executed gives us
the implication: Pb  Da ⇒ Pa |≡ sb , Pa  {recb }rb . Otherwise, Pt ’s honesty and
resilient communication channels between Pb and Pt would ensure the property
when the recovery protocol is invoked.
The analysis concerning formula (2) is completely analogous. In a similar
way, the sequential order in which the exchange protocol is executed gives us
the implication: Pa  recb ⇒ Pb  Da . Again, Pt ’s honesty and resilient communication channels between Pa and Pt would ensure the property in case the
recovery protocol has to be invoked.
Finally, note that due to the absence of any timeout routine as part of the
protocol, a deadlock conﬂict could arise easily. For example, a network failure
can prevent Pa from receiving message E2, while at the same time Pb –unaware
of the failure– keeps awaiting to receive message E3.
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Analysis of NRO

According to the deﬁnition provided in Section 3.2, NRO is veriﬁed if formulae
(3) and (4) hold. In the former case, the most important steps of its analysis are
provided in what follows:
1. Message
2. Items
3. Conclusions

E1: Pa → Pb : Eka (Da ), CertDa , xa , Eska (ha )
Pb |≡ Pa |∼ ha
Pb  ha , as ha is part of CertDa

4. Items
5. Conclusions
6. Conclusions
7. Conclusions

+pka

Pb |≡ → Pa ⇔ Pb  ha
Pb veriﬁes ha = hash(Da ) from CertDa
Therefore: Pb  {ha }ska
So Pb knows that Pa is the originator:
Pb |≡ Pa |∼ {ha }ska
Because the channel between Pa and Pb is
considered to be authenticated and conﬁdential, Pb knows that Pa is the sender. So
Pa must still believe in such a message:
Pb |≡ Pa |≡ {hash(Da )}ska

Therefore, the formula {hash(Da )}ska itself does not prove that Pa is the
sender as well as the originator. The item {hash(Da )}ska could have been used
before, i.e. in another instance of the same protocol. An entity, diﬀerent from Pa ,
could have been part of a genuine run of the protocol and could now be reusing
such a formula with malicious purposes (replay attack).
Furthermore, neither the implication (4) can be veriﬁed with the items provided by each party during the protocol execution, nor conﬁdentiality of communications can assists in the validation process of implication (4). Pa cannot
know whether Pb can obtain a proof of origin from a diﬀerent source. In fact,
the formula {hash(Da )}ska may not belong to the current protocol execution.
Pb could be reusing the item {hash(Da )}ska obtained from an entity which participated with Pa in a previous run of the protocol. In such a case, Pb was not
meant to be the receiver of item {hash(Da )}ska , even though it is possible that
Pb could make Pa responsible for having sent a proof of origin that Pa never sent
to Pb . As a result, NRO is not preserved.
4.3

Analysis of NRR

According to the deﬁnition given in Section 3.3, satisfying the double implication
expressed by formula (5) will verify NRR. In this case, the sequential order in
which the exchange protocol is executed gives us the implication: Pa  {ha }skb ⇒
Pb  Da . Otherwise, resilient communication channels between Pb and Pt would
ensure the property when the recovery protocol is invoked.
Finally, note that the communications channels between Pt and entities Pa
and Pb , coupled with Pt ’s honesty, play a crucial role with regard to NRR and
fairness.
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Discussion
On the Analysis Process

The strong fairness and non-repudiation protocol RSA-CEGD has been formally
analyzed using a BAN-like logic. The entire validation and analysis processes are
described in [1]. BAN and related logics were never designed to validate security properties such as fairness or non-repudiation, but authentication and keyexchange protocols. However, the modiﬁcations and new rules added to BAN
to pursue our goals have been minimal. Only new concepts as public keys certiﬁcates or VRES signatures have been described using new rules in order to
formalize their deﬁnitions and behaviors.
A new operator has also been introduced to deﬁne the double implication “if
and only if” between formulae. The double implication has been represented as
a double line between formulae within the same rule.
5.2

Double Implication in Logic Rules

Double implication in the extended rules is introduced to gain completeness as
well as correctness of the validation process. Fig. 2(a) depicts a general stage of
the protocol validation process. For each stage, a set of hypotheses HA is deﬁned
for a given entity A. Within that set HA , A carries out some veriﬁcations and
computations. If the veriﬁcations are negative then A will abort the current
run of the protocol. Otherwise, if the veriﬁcations are positive, A can use the
extended set of rules to infer the set ResultsA with a double implication, i.e: “if
and only if”.
The correctness of such a stage will be veriﬁed if A can obtain the expected
set of objectives from the set HA and the veriﬁcations carried out in it; but also,
if A can prove that no other type of veriﬁcations or computations could result in
contradicting the objectives. In this regard, the process ensures A that if results
contradicting the set ResultsA can be derived from a diﬀerent set of computations, then V erif icationsA would not have been satisﬁed, so A would have
aborted the execution of the protocol. This situation is graphically explained in
Fig. 2(c). Note that the set of hypotheses HA is considered to be well deﬁned
and determined by the protocol. Only secret keys, public keys and certiﬁcates
are part of the initial set HA . For each stage, the formulae contained within the
message sent and the set of results from previous stages are added to HA .
The completeness of the validation process comes from the double implication. How can A be sure that, given the hypotheses in set HA , a diﬀerent set of
veriﬁcations and computations, not related to the ones determined by the protocol, could not reach to the same results as in set ResultsA ?. This could be the
case when an entity is trying to cheat on another or when an attacker is trying to
carry out an attack. The situation is shown in the diagram depicted in Fig. 2(b).
In this situation, the double implication would mean that V erif icationsA ⇒
V erif icationsA , or equivalently V erif icationsA ⊆ V erif icationsA . This way,
any diﬀerent set of veriﬁcations and computations should be part –or imply–
those determined by the protocol.
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Extended rules
Extended rules

VerificationsA

VerificationsA

ResultsA

ResultsA

HA
Verifications’A

HA

(a)

(b)
Extended rules

VerificationsA

ResultsA

HA
Verifications’A

¬ResultsA

¬VerificationsA

A would have
aborted the
execution

(c)
Fig. 2. Scheme of the analysis process

5.3

Reasoning About Evidences

Suppose entities Pa and Pb , and a message X being sent from Pa to Pb . The
concept of freshness, represented in BAN as (X), is the only operator to promote a belief such Pa |∼ X onto Pa |≡ X. This is, “Pa once said X” onto “Pa
still believes on X”. We have seen in Section 4.2 how the formula Pa |∼ X is not
enough to prove origin of message X. Any given proof of origin should somehow
link the sender, the originator of X and X itself with the undergoing protocol
execution.
Something very similar applies to non-repudiation of receipt. A proof of receipt should link together the receiver and the message received with the undergoing protocol execution. In fact, these requirements are well understood
in the design of non-repudiation protocols (useful guidelines can be found in
[8, 9]).

6

Conclusions

In the approach outlined in this paper, we have attempted to reasoning formally
about some security properties of a complex protocol, such as it is the case of
RSA-CEGD. Formalization provides us with an useful framework for identifying
weaknesses that can get easily unnoticed during an informal study. Moreover, the
very process of analysis serves frequently not only to point out possible attacks,
but also aids to understand how the protocol can be improved.
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